Preserved neural event segmentation in healthy older adults.
An important feature of action understanding is that comprehenders segment the perceptual stream into events. Event segmentation dynamically engages a network of brain regions that likely play a role in how events are encoded. Here, in a sample of older adults, we assessed the relationship between changes in brain dynamics during movie watching and event understanding performance. Forty healthy older adults and a comparison sample of 12 younger adults passively viewed short movies of everyday activities while their brain activity was measured with fMRI. Afterward, they segmented the movies into events and performed memory tasks for movie content. The older adults engaged a similar event segmentation network during movie watching as the younger adults. Individual differences analyses revealed that although behavioral measures of event segmentation predicted memory, activity in the segmentation network did not. Intersubject correlation analyses revealed that normative brain dynamics during viewing in the right posterior temporal sulcus and left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex predicted better segmentation performance. These data suggest that these regions play an important role in event understanding, and also that the event segmentation network is preserved in healthy aging. (PsycINFO Database Record